JAPAN & KOREA

Including Seoul ADEX Airshow

FRI

TBC OCT

Depart from the UK, late evening, for our overnight flight to Seoul.

SAT
We arrive in SEOUL INCHEON and transfer to our airport hotel, with fantastic views over the runway and the
whole of the airport. A short walk from the hotel is the airport viewing hill. Free afternoon.
SUN

We visit the airshow at SEONGNAM AIRBASE for the whole day.

MON
Today we have a visit to GIMPO AIRPORT, where we spend most of the day on the viewing deck. There is
an option to visit the Airforce museum, Boramae park and Incheon Tech college, with B727 & DC3
TUE
A late morning flight to OKINAWA NAHA. On arrival we spend the afternoon viewing from one of the viewing
terraces. Our hotel is nearby and has balconies with views of the airport and departures.
WED
A full day visit to the fantastic viewing deck at KADENA AIRBASE, which is very active with plenty of variety.
In the evening we will make a stop at the end of the Naha runway for landing shots and pass the airbase gate guards.
THU
We have a morning flight to TOKYO HANEDA. After we land we head to one of 3 viewing decks where we
spend the rest of the day. Our hotel is across the bay, with views of the airport, even from bf room.
FRI

The whole day to spend on one of the fantastic viewing decks.

SAT
After breakfast we drive to the nearby CHOFU airport, followed by visits to IRUMA and YOKOTA airbases.
In the afternoon we arrive at our airport hotel at NARITA, with a very short walk to the terminal and viewing decks.
SUN

All day free to spend on the airport viewing deck or visit the Civil aerospace museum.

MON
Morning on the deck before our lunchtime flight to NAGOYA . The afternoon is spent on the viewing deck,
with our hotel a short walk away, across the bridge from the terminal.
TUE
A full day visit to KOMAKI AIRPORT and Airbase. We will try for a base visit or tour of the Mitsubishi factory.
In the afternoon
.
we visit the Museum at GIFU AIRBASE and see the base gate guards. Then back to CENTRAIR
WED
Mid morning we drive back to KOMAKI for a quick 1 hour stop, before continuing to OSAKA. Our hotel for the
next 2 nights ovelooks the terminal at ITAMI airport and is a short walk to the viewing decks.
THU
Today we have a walk to the terminal, to get the express bus to OSAKA KANSAI. We spend the whole day on
the Skydeck, returning to Itami late evening.
FRI

A morning flight to FUKUOKA and the whole day on one of the viewing decks. Hotel close to airport.

SAT

We fly at lunchtime back to SEOUL INCHEON and return to our original hotel for the last night.

SUN

Today we transfer on the shuttle for our return day flight to the UK, arriving in the evening .

Limited to 30 seats - Ask about local departures

Cost: £2299bt Deposit: £499 tbSingle Room: £699
Cost Includes: All flights and taxes, Ground transportation, 15 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

